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Abstract: This research aims to protect Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data from piracy or counter-

feiting. An invisible watermark inserted into the data, which will not considerably change the data 

value, is necessary. The proposed method involves the use of the two-dimensional discrete cosine 

transform (2D DCT), a combination of 2D DCT and discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and two-

dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2D DFT) in the frequency domain. The data used include 

a National DEM file downloaded from the geoportal of the Geospatial Information Agency (Badan 

Informasi Geospasial—BIG). Three files represent mountainous, lowland/urban, and coastal areas. An 

“attack” is also conducted on the watermarked DEM by cropping. The results indicate that the wa-

termarked DEM is well recognized. The watermark can be read 100% for 2D DCT, while that for 2D 

DFT can be read 90.50%. The distortion value of the elevation data under the DCT technique demon-

strates the smallest maximum value of 0.1 m compared with 4.5 and 1.1 m for 2D DFT and 2D DCT–

DWT. Meanwhile, the height difference (Max Delta), the peak signal-to-noise ratio, and the root 

mean squared error (RMSE) are highest in mountainous, lowland, and coastal areas, respectively. 

Overall, the 2D DCT is also superior to the 2D DFT and the2D DCT–DWT. Although only one can 

recognize the nine watermarks inserted on each sheet, DEMs attacked by the cropping process can 

still be identified. However, this finding can sufficiently confirm that DEMs belong to BIG. 

Keywords: data protection; digital elevation model (DEM); discrete cosine transform; discrete  

Fourier transform; discrete wavelet transform; GeoTIFF; ownership; watermarking 

 

1. Introduction 

Open data are a set or multiple of digital data made for free use and are available, re-

used, utilized, and redistributed by anyone without restrictions from ownership, copy-

right, or other mechanism control standards, thus respecting the law by citing the source 

and owner of the data (e.g., intellectual property rights). Open data enable users to con-

tribute to public planning, provide feedback for the service quality of the government, 

and compare and combine different datasets that can help identify trends, challenges, and 

inequities in the social and economic sectors. Transparency of public information is a sig-

nificant characteristic of a democratic country, in which obtaining data and information 

is a human right. 
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Geospatial data are used to support national interests (e.g., hydrodynamic modeling 

to assess the impact of tidal flooding on salt production) [1]. The same data can also be 

used for tsunami modeling [2], tidal simulation [3], and other purposes. Moreover, geo-

spatial data and information are strategically placed with statistical and financial data for 

development planning in any country. Geospatial data are related to data and information 

that show the location and status of an object or event in a particular coordinate system 

below, on, or above the Earth’s surface; thus, these data have unique formats, such as 

georeferenced data and information, geodata, and geoinformation. 

One geospatial data format is GeoTIFF. GeoTIFF is based on the TIFF format with 

embedded georeferencing information and is widely used in NASA Earth Science data 

systems. It has TIFF tags, including the following raster metadata, such as spatial extent, 

projection, datums, cartographic information, ellipsoid coordinate reference system, and 

resolution in raster format (comprising pixels), mainly as a distribution format for digital 

elevation model (DEM), data satellite, or aerial photography imagery and digital ortho 

quadrangle data [4–7]. A DEM represents the Earth’s bare ground (bare earth) topo-

graphic surface, excluding trees, buildings, and any other surface objects. DEM is also a 

raster representation of a continuous surface, usually referencing the surface of the Earth 

that is processed as a Geographic Information System (GIS) layer generated from remotely 

sensed data collected by satellites, drones, and planes. The accuracy of these data is pri-

marily determined by the resolution (distance between sample points). Other factors af-

fecting accuracy include data type (integer or floating-point) and the actual sampling of 

the surface during the creation of the original DEM. 

Basic geospatial information in the form of satellite images (raster), topographic 

maps (vector), and the national height matrix or the National Digital Elevation Model 

(Seamless DEM dan Batimetri Nasional—DEMNAS) are the main products of the Geospatial 

Information Agency of Indonesia (Badan Informasi Geospasial—BIG), available in its geo-

portal [8]. Ownership protection for DEM in GeoTIFF format will be different from that 

in a triangulated irregular network (TIN), which may only be possible via zero water-

marking [9]. The TIN represents a surface as a set of contiguous, non-overlapping trian-

gles, which is a particular DEM case. The simulation results show that the method has 

good robustness against translation, rotation, scaling, and cropping attacks. The construc-

tion of the zero watermarks is emphasized by collecting all the triangles from the original 

data. The core part of zero watermarking involves the selection of the stable characteristic 

and the construction of the watermark. A stable characteristic indicates remaining un-

changed or only slightly changed regardless of the type and intensity of attacks received 

by the data. The robustness of zero watermarking mainly originates from this stability. In 

the proposed method, the relationship of edge lengths is the stable characteristic of the 

TIN DEM data. However, this finding is different from that of the current study because 

GeoTIFF was used as the research object. Watermarking is still necessary based on the 

purpose of the current study. Therefore, the host image is considered a BIG production as 

long as at least 10% of a watermark can be extracted from the embedded image after the 

host image is attacked. 

The growth of the open geospatial data movement encounters challenges in data pro-

tection implementation, followed by the rising threats in intellectual property rights. 

Thus, upholding geospatial data integrity and preventing illegal copy alteration of data is 

necessary. Copyright protection using copy prevention methods, copyright ownership, 

data falsification prevention, illegal duplication, or data piracy is starting to emerge. 

Therefore, providing security in spatial data with techniques to prevent piracy and falsi-

fication simultaneously is necessary. This security must meet the following requirements: 

(1) it must be invisible in the data, (2) it must be attached to the data (not in the app), (3) 

the security techniques cannot affect the quality of the data because users with various 

applications will further process this data, and 4) it must not damaged by any spatial op-

erations, such as cropping, merging, or partial updating. 
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Watermarking is an ownership protection method [10–17]. Furthermore, this method 

is sensitive to slight modification, allowing for the easy detection of any manipulation (by 

data attacking). This research performed tests with multiple scenarios on transform-based 

watermarking, such as the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2D DFT), discrete 

cosine transform (2D DCT), and discrete wavelet transform (2D DWT). The DCT, DFT, 

and DWT algorithms are already widely used in various applications; therefore, many 

ready-to-use function libraries are available, making it easier for software developers to 

develop. Interestingly, other algorithms [18,19] can be modified for future use in DEM. 

2. Materials 

The developed security algorithms shall include the following: algorithms for georef-

erenced multispectral raster image data (e.g., in GeoTIFF format, 8 bits per band), 

DEMNAS data where each cell contains 32-bit elevation information (also GeoTIFF for-

mat), and vector-structured topographic map data (e.g., in format ESRI-Shape file, SHP). 

The geometric aspect must also be considered to preserve geospatial information quality 

because the aforementioned data are for national development mapping purposes in In-

donesia. Therefore, the Regulation of Head of the BIG Number 6 of 2018 regarding tech-

nical guidelines for base map accuracy [20] in Table 1 is used as a reference, and the accu-

racy value in each class is obtained through the provisions as shown in Table 2 below. 

The base map position error does not exceed the accuracy value with a confidence 

level of 90%. Therefore, CE90 and LE90 values can be obtained by the formula based on 

the following standard of the United States National Map Accuracy Standards (The US 

NMAS): CE90 = 1.5175 × RMSEr and LE90 = 1.6499 × RMSEz, in which RMSEr means root 

mean square error on the x and y horizontal positions and RMSEz denotes root mean 

square error on the z vertical position. 

The developed security algorithms must meet the demand for ownership protection, 

that is, all these algorithms must be fast in encryption and decryption: Encryption must 

be performed in batches for all related data in the data center or conducted while in mo-

tion or progress when the user accesses the data, and decryption must be performed “on 

the fly” for the data encountered. Therefore, all algorithms must be implemented in ap-

plications that are proven to run fast. The objective is to test the performance and durabil-

ity of three watermarking algorithms, namely, the 2D DFT, 2D DCT, and 2D DWT, despite 

their limited use for spatial data, particularly vector maps [21]. 

The data used in this research include those from the national digital elevation model 

(DEMNAS). DEM data are essential for engineering works, such as irrigation planning; 

roads, bridges, and dams; soil volume calculation; visibility analysis; and telecommunica-

tion radio wave propagation analysis. Therefore, DEM requires high accuracy [21]. None-

theless, the obtained accuracy of DEM should not be significantly reduced due to the wa-

termarking process. In the data center, DEM data are stored in tiles with an identity in the 

form of a map sheet number, from which the latitude–longitude coordinates of the data 

corners can be immediately known. The spatial resolution of DEMNAS is 0.27 arcsecond 

using the EGM2008 vertical datum, and the data format is a 32-bit float GeoTIFF. The 

GeoTIFF format is used throughout the geospatial data to share geographic image data 

from satellite imaging systems, aerial photography, scanned maps, DEMs, or geographic 

analyses. The description of the data is presented in Table 3. 
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Table 1. Geometric accuracy on the national topographic map of Indonesia. 

Scale 

Contour 

Interval 

(Meters) 

Topographic Map Accuration 

Quality of First Class Quality of Second Class Quality of Third Class 

Circular Error 90% (CE90) 

of Horizontal in Meters 

Linear Error 90% (LE90) 

of Vertical in Meters 

Circular Error 90% (CE90) 

of Horizontal in Meters 

Linear Error 90% (LE90) 

of Vertical in Meters 

Circular Error 90% (CE90) 

of Horizontal in Meters 

Linear Error 90% 

(LE90) of Vertical 

in Meters 

1:1,000,000 400 300 200 600 300 900 400 

1:500,000 200 150 100 300 150 450 200 

1:250,000 100 75 50 150 75 225 100 

1:100,000 40 30 20 60 30 90 40 

1:50,000 20 15 10 30 15 45 20 

1:25,000 10 7.5 5 15 7.5 22.5 10 

1:10,000 4 3 2 6 3 9 4 

1:5000 2 1.5 1 3 1.5 4.5 2 

1:2500 1 0.75 0.5 1.5 0.75 2.3 1 

1:1000 0,4 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.4 

Table 2. Geometric accuracy requirements on the national topographic map of Indonesia based on the quality classification. 

Accuration Quality of First Class Quality of Second Class Quality of Third Class 

Horizontal 0.2 mm × map scale numbers 0.3 mm × map scale numbers 0.5 mm × map scale numbers 

Vertical 0.5 × contour interval numbers 1.5 × contour interval numbers of the 1st class 2.5 × contour interval numbers of the 1st class 
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Table 3. Data Description. 

Item Description DEMNAS 

File name 

DEMNAS_xxxx-yyy-v1.0.tif for 1:25k. xxxx-yy shows the RBI map sheet number, and v1.0 indicates 

the 1.0 version release. 

DEMNAS_1209-14 (typically undulating to the moderately sloping area—highlands), 

DEMNAS_1209-42 (typically flat to the undulating area), and 

DEMNAS_1209-44 (typically flat area—coastal plains) are used. 

 

Resolution 0.27 arcsecond 

Datum EGM2008 vertical datum 

Coordinate system Geographic 

Format 32-bit float GeoTIFF 

Sources 
The National DEM is built from several data sources, including IFSAR data (5 m resolution) and 

ALOS PALSAR (11.25 m resolution), by adding Masspoint data from stereo plotting results 

Information 
DEMNAS data for the area used are compatible for large- to medium-scale mapping (≤1:10,000 to 

1:250.000) 

DEMNAS_1209-44 

DEMNAS_1209-42  

DEMNAS_1209-14  
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The “CIA triad” (Confidentiality–Integrity–Availability) is a widely used benchmark 

for evaluating the effectiveness of information system security [22]. This research scope 

will only measure “integrity” and include the additional “Non-repudiation” parameters 

to facilitate the purpose of watermarking in geospatial information, in which their crea-

tors/ownership should be undeniable. Through the prerequisite, this research method will 

prove that the proposed solution would be able to hold DEM “data integrity” through 

copyright (data ownership) assurance and “Non-repudiation” by tagging its identity or 

disclaimer function to the process. 

3. Methods 

The development of watermarking provides many choices: visible or invisible and 

robust (resistant to attacks) or fragile (easily damaged in the presence of an attack). This 

study decided that watermarking should be made invisible, robust, general, and a fre-

quency-domain-based embedding technique according to various considerations. This 

watermarking must be invisible because it should not affect the accuracy of the existing 

data. Data that may later become inaccurate or even lost should be limited. This water-

mark must also be resistant to “robust” attacks, such as cropping, merging, or partial al-

tering; that is, the watermark can still be recognized, even if it is not intact, despite the 

presence of attacks. This watermark must also be “general” to facilitate its application to 

all data. It does not need to be unique where each part obtained by the user is given its 

watermark, a kind of serial number on banknotes. 

Several digital watermarking methods for 3D polygonal models are available. A pub-

lic watermarking technique for authenticating Constructive solid geometry (CSG) or 

boundary representation models also exists [23]. CSG is a modeling technique that uses 

Boolean operations, such as union and intersection, to combine 3D solids, usually for 3D 

cadastral data visualization. Another technique is the fragile watermarking method, 

which detects unauthorized alterations of 3D models [16]. A further technique is wavelet 

transformation watermarking for 3D polygonal models and multiresolution representa-

tion of the polygonal model by embedding in the large wavelet coefficient vectors at one 

or more resolution levels of detail [13]. Another method involves the robust watermarking 

of arbitrary triangle meshes from multiresolution analysis by disturbing the original ver-

tices based on the scalar function and watermark information [24]. A parameterization of 

rational linear functions, whose coefficients of the data-embedding algorithm for non-uni-

form rational B-spline curves and surfaces [25] are also a digital watermarking method. 

However, these methods do not apply to DEM, a raster with elevation (3D) information. 

This phenomenon is due to the utilized computer-aided design software, which cannot 

accept changes to the topology and/or geometry of the model due to existing data-embed-

ding techniques. Their algorithm preserves the shape of its embedding targets (geometry 

and topology) in CAD applications. CAD models rarely tolerate geometry and/or topol-

ogy changes introduced by existing data-embedding algorithms. Thus, changes in the to-

pology of geometric primitives will become a problem (e.g., in the case of finite element 

analysis, in which the preservation of the connectivity of elements is essential). The wa-

termarking technique must protect GeoTIFF data. Xu [26] reconstructed texture images 

using DWT, which can achieve high classification accuracy, while Huang [7] performed 

watermarking to process extensive GeoTIFF data directly using Hadoop-based technol-

ogy. Notably, the watermark may not remove or change the obtained spatial information 

under GeoTIFF watermarking. 

However, the result of the model in the previous research cannot address the demand 

for ownership protection. Doglioni [27] obtained detail coefficients of DEM and evidence 

of their variations and values based on 2D DWT of DEMS. Ensuring that attacks cannot 

quickly destroy the embedded watermarking data on GeoTIFF by performing the follow-

ing scenarios is necessary: (1) visibility (human visible system and RMSE), (2) calculation 

of insertion efficacy by multiplying the extracted watermark by the original watermark 

by 100%, (3) fidelity of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), (4) data payload, and (5) 
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robustness by testing on geometric operations, such as cropping/clipping, scaling, re-pro-

jection, and others. 

The constructed watermarking method is presented in Figure 1. The blue shapes rep-

resent an inserted process, while the pink shapes represent extracted process. 

 

Figure 1. Construction of watermarking technique. 

The watermarking technique used further in this research is robust watermarking 

based on the end of applications. This technique is selected because the embedded water-

mark will remain on the image despite attacks. Attack types include cropping, scaling, 

reprojection, filtering, translation, rotation, resizing, and compression. Robust watermark-

ing can serve as a form of copy protection; therefore, the label of the owner can be detected 

in a suspected copy [16]. The current research focuses on resizing by clipping or cropping 

to test the robustness aspect. 

The following two watermarking methods are most often used: the spatial and fre-

quency domains [28]. Watermarking with a domain frequency scheme has superior ro-

bustness and transparency [29]. The frequency domain-based watermark technique is also 

proven to have a higher level of imperceptibility than the spatial domain technique. The 

most widely used transformation techniques are DCT, DFT, and DWT. The transfor-

mation technique is robust and resistant to low-pass filters, blurring, and sharpening but 

weak against cropping and scaling attacks. The DWT technique is often applied together 

with DCT, small capacity, and heavy computing [30,31]. 

Watermarks should meet the elements of invisibility, resistance to various algo-

rithms, and detectability [28]. The transformed image must be tested for quality. Shrestha 

et al. [32] tested the compressed image using the MSE, RMSE, PSNR, and correlation co-

efficient values. A recent review outlines that the most used metrics for watermarked vec-

tor map fidelity are RMSE and PSNR, which are both error metrics based on the mean 

square error. The output of error metrics indicates the precise loss caused by the water-

marking process [31]. Our study performed quality testing according to the standards 

outlined in the Basic Map Accuracy Technical Guidelines [20]. 

The watermarking application has two primary programs: the insertion process pro-

gram, which inserts a label image or proprietary label into the protected picture, and the 

extraction process program, which acts as a label detector embedded in the image. First, 

the host image is read, and each layer is detached. Each layer will be associated with a 

proprietary label (image label), converted to binary, and then provided with additional 

robustness to ensure that the integrity of the watermark image is maintained during an 

attack and extraction process. The label image matrix is scaled to match the size of the host 
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picture. The label image should not be larger than the host picture to retain the image 

quality throughout distribution; thus, each layer of the host and label images is trans-

formed. The label image is then copied into each layer of the modified host image. For 

extracting and detecting, the host and watermarked images are both inputs to extracting 

or detecting labels from the watermarked image. Both images are then processed, and the 

outcome is a label image (ownership label), which is returned to the user. 

Practically, the Host DEM file in this experiment is read and then transformed in 

accordance with the “algorithm” with a watermark image, replaces insignificant values in 

certain cells, and is then written back to the watermarked DEM file. For extraction, the 

watermarked DEM file is read, and then certain cells are transformed back with an “algo-

rithm” to read the watermark image (if any). Therefore, this process is watermark blind; 

that is, it does not require a native DEM host or a native watermark. The “algorithm” has 

several possible methods: DCT, DFT, and DWT. 

The first method is DCT, which transforms the time domain to the frequency domain. 

DCT employs only real values [33]. It also helps separate the image into sections (or spec-

tral sub-bands) for different purposes regarding the visual quality of the image. Similar to 

a DFT, DCT converts a signal or image from the spatial to the frequency domain. The 

watermarking process using DCT is modified from Li [33] as follows: (1) selection of the 

DEM image to be used (host/original image); (2) defying the watermark logo; and (3) con-

version of the previously selected host picture into a DCT domain that is divided into 

blocks and the computation of the DCT coefficients for each block. If bit 1 is set, then all 

coefficients become odd numbers; if bit 0 is set, then all coefficients become even values. 

The remainder of the coefficients are quantized to obtain qualitative inverses, and then (4) 

a watermark logo is inserted into each selected block. The 2D DCT block calculates the 2D 

DCT of an image. Suppose f(x,y) is the input image of dimension M-by-N, then the equa-

tion for the 2D DCT [34] is: 

�(�, �) =
�

√��
�(�) � (�) ∑ ∑ �(�, �) ��� ������

���
���
���  

(����)��

��
 ��� 

(����)��

��
,  (1)

where 

C(m) = C(n) = 1/√2 for m, n = 0 and C(m), C(n) = 1 otherwise. (2)

DWT is an image decomposition at the sub-band frequency of the image. DWT de-

composes the signal into a set of orthogonal basis wavelet functions, which differ from 

sinusoidal basis functions in that they are spatially localized. Similar to the case in Fourier 

analysis, the DWT is reversible; thus, the original signal can be recovered entirely from its 

DWT representation. A signal must be run through two DWT filters, specifically high-

pass and low pass filters, to evaluate its frequency. The high-pass and low-pass filters are 

analyzed, with the high pass and low pass filters examining the high and low frequencies, 

respectively [35–37]. 

DWT decomposes an image into four wavelet sub-bands: LL, HL, LH, and HH, with 

LL being a low-frequency sub-band. The process is modified as follows: (1) choosing the 

DEM image to be used (host/original image); (2) defining the watermark logo; (3) using a 

single level of DWT, thereby decomposing the host image into LL, HL, LH, and HH; (4) 

utilizing a single level of DWT and decomposing the host image into LL, HL, LH, and 

HH, which is the initial step in inserting a watermark into the original image; (5) convert-

ing the arrangement of the image into a series of matrices through vectorization; (6) in-

serting the watermark image into the original image after transforming the original and 

watermark images with DWT. The approximation coefficient on the original image is 

added by multiplying the specified key with the watermark approximation coefficient. 

This process obtains a new approximation coefficient from the original image and (7) dis-

plays a watermarked DEM image. The scaling function and expansion coefficients on 
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DWT can be calculated from the inner product of f˜(t) with φ(t) and ψ(t) or, equivalently, 

from the inner product of f(t) with the periodized φ˜(t) and ψ˜(t): 

c˜j (k) = ⟨ f˜(t), φ(t) ⟩ = ⟨ f(t), φ˜(t) ⟩ (3)

and 

d˜j (k) = ⟨ f˜(t), ψ(t) ⟩ = ⟨ f(t), ψ˜(t) ⟩, (4)

where 

φ˜(t)  =  ∑n φ(t +  P�) and ψ˜(t)  =  ∑n ψ (t +  P�). (5)

This can be seen from: 

d˜j (k)  = ∫ f˜(t)ψ(2�t − k)dt
�

�
= ∑ ∫ f(t)ψ(2�(t + P�) − k)dt

�

��   

= ∫ f(t)∑n ψ(2�(t + P�) − k)dt
�

�
  

d˜j (k) = ∫ f(t)ψ˜(2�t − k)dt
�

�
,  

(6)

where the periodized scaled wavelet is: 

ψ˜ (2�t − k) = ∑ ∫ ψ(2�(t + P�) − k)
�

�� .  (7)

DFT is used to facilitate conversion from the spatial to the frequency domain, 

wherein the DFT contained in the host image is resistant to assault after passing through 

the transformation [38,39]. Li [40] protected the copyright of a color image based on the 

combination of quaternion discrete Fourier transform and tensor decomposition. Mean-

while, Li [33] used a robust double-encrypted watermarking algorithm based on the frac-

tional Fourier transform and DCT in the invariant wavelet domain. Computing the 2D 

Fourier transform of X in the current research is equivalent to first computing the 1D 

transform of each column of X and then taking the 1D transform of each row of the result. 

X and Y are shifted by 1 in this formula to reflect matrix indices: 

����,��� =  ∑ ∑ ��
����

������,���
���
���

���
��� ,  (8)

where ωm and ωn are complex roots of unity defined by the following equations: 

ωm = e−2πi/mωn = e−2πi/n, (9)

where i is the imaginary unit, p and j are indices that run from 0 to m–1, and q and k are 

indices that run from 0 to n − 1. 

4. Results 

First, the original DEM downloaded from the national geoportal was watermarked 

with various methods (2D DCT, 2D DWT, and 2D DFT). The color-coding view shows 

that the inserted DEM is indistinguishable from the original. However, if a raster calcula-

tion between the watermarked and original DEMs is conducted, then a difference of no 

more than 12 cm is found. This difference is still substantially smaller than the DEMNAS’s 

accuracy, which is larger than 1 m, even in the 6 m range on average. Therefore, this dif-

ference can be ignored. 

The advantage of the GeoTIFF raster is that it has geotransform metadata, which 

states the Earth coordinates in the form of X and Y of the pixel located in the top left corner 

of the image. X and Y mean the Earth’s coordinates. If under attacks, such as cropping or 

clipping, then the x and y values are automatically updated. This research utilizes this 

geotransform by compiling a coordinate conversion algorithm that focuses on the 
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conversion of the upper x and y on the cropped image to detect changes in the coordinates 

of the pixel-cropped image. It has the same projections and references as the original im-

age. 

First, the 2D DCT watermark insert scheme starts with the area of the Host DEM that 

is divided into nine sections. Furthermore, each watermarked image will be inserted in 

the center area of each section. A bit watermark requires 8 × 8 pixels. Therefore, for a wa-

termark image measuring 66 × 66, an insert area of 528 × 528 pixels is required for the 

cover image (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. DCT Watermark Insert Scheme. 

On the 2D DCT watermark extraction without attack, that is, the watermarked image 

without any attack, the watermark bits will be extracted directly from each part of the 

embedding location. The extraction technique is conducted using the same scheme as the 

insertion technique. Furthermore, watermark bits will be extracted from the center posi-

tion of each area (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Watermarked DEM. 

Watermarked images are likely to experience clipping attacks (Figure 4), as shown in 

the following illustration. The watermarking technique with DCT can only be extracted if 

the insertion point has no missing area. For example, for a watermark image measuring 

66 × 66 pixels inserted in a 528 × 528 pixel block area on the cover image, the image can 

only be extracted again if the 528 × 528 block area in the insertion site is not cut off, even 

if it is only 1 pixel. 
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Figure 4. Clipping Attack. 

For a clear illustration, Figure 5 below shows that the left image is a watermarked 

cover image that has not been clipped, while the right image is an image that has under-

gone clipping. The gray area is the clipped area. The area where the watermark is inserted 

is divided into nine areas and then provided with an index number as shown in the pic-

ture. Therefore, only two watermarks can be re-extracted in this case: watermarks from 

areas 5 and 6. However, a watermark can be extracted in its entirety, thus sufficiently 

becoming a marker of copyright ownership. 

 

Figure 5. Clear Illustration of Clipping Attack. 

A special extraction scheme to countermeasure the clipping attack must be applied. 

This countermeasure intends to avoid losing the location orientation of the data or the 

position of the watermark as referred to in the extraction location area during the extrac-

tion procedure. The following figure is an illustration of the effects of clipping attacks and 

techniques to overcome them, which will become the novelty of the current research (Fig-

ure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Illustration of Clipping Attack Countermeasures. 
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The illustrated image shows that the gray area is the clipped image area. Suppose the 

area with the green border is Microblock-1 (8 × 8), where a WM bit is inserted. The extrac-

tion area on the image that has undergone clipping will then be conducted on the red 

border area, which will be considered as Microblock-1. However, the two macroblocks 

cannot be declared equal. Therefore, the inserted WM bit will fail (different) when ex-

tracted, and extraction failure occurs. 

For the extraction solution against clipping attacks, Figure 7 below illustrates that the 

gray areas are the clipped area, the blue areas are those that are unclipped, and the area 

with a green border is where the WM bit is inserted. For simplicity, say the area of the 

insertion of the watermark bit is in the area of 4 × 5 pixels. Furthermore, this illustration 

indicates that the original watermarked cover is 10 × 11 pixels, the watermarked cover 

area after clipping is 6 × 8 pixels, and the bit watermarked area is 4 × 5 pixels. 

 

Figure 7. Illustration of extraction solution against clipping attack. 

An advantage of GeoTIFF data lies in georeferenced values, one of which is the pair 

of earth coordinates in the upper left corner (Xupper, Yupper) and those in the lower right 

corner (Xlower, Ylower). The georeferenced value will automatically adjust when a GeoTIFF 

image is clipped. With these properties, the procedure finds the upper left corner point of 

the block-WM area (green border) with the following steps if the following are met: 

 (Xupper, Yupper) and (Xlower, Ylower) are values of the georeferenced image cover with WM 

without clipping; 

 (Xupper’, Yupper’) and (Xlower’, Ylower’) are the georeferenced image values after a clip (blue 

area;) 

The pixel position of the top left corner (0,0) of the original Host DEM (before clip-

ping) will shift under clipping action. This shift value must be calculated to determine the 

position of each pixel in the blue area but still use the original coordinate system when the 

cover has not been clipped. The following steps present the calculation of the shift value: 

 Horizontal reference shift (Gx), Gx = |Xupper − Xupper’|; 

 Shift in reference vertical direction (Gy), Gy = |Yupper − Yupper’|. 

Then: 

 Nx is the number of pixels horizontally from the original image before clipping; 

 Ny is the number of pixels in the vertical direction of the original image before clip-

ping; 

 deltaGx = |Xupper − Xlower|; 

 deltaGy = |Yupper − Ylower|; 

so that: 

 Horizontal ratio Rx, Rx = Nx/deltaGx; 

 Vertical Ratio Ry, Ry = Ny/deltaGy. 
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The shift of each new pixel position in the x (dx) and y (dy) directions can then be 

formulated by the following: 

1. Shift in x-direction (Dx), Dx = Gx·Rx; 

2. Shift in the y (Dy) direction, Dy = Gy·Ry. 

Examples of calculations according to the illustration above are given as in the fol-

lowing Table 4. 

Table 4. Example of calculations. 

Value Calculation Attribute 

(Xupper, Yupper) - Suppose (100,100) 

(Xlower, Ylower) - Suppose (210,200) 

(Xupper’, Yupper’) - Suppose (120,120) 

Nx - 11 

Ny - 10 

deltaGx = |Xupper − Xlower| = |100–210| = 110 110 

deltaGy = |Yupper − Ylower| = |100–200| = 100 100 

Rx = Nx/deltaGx = 11/110 0.1 

Ry = Ny/deltaGy = 10/100 0.1 

Gx = |Xupper − Xupper’| = |100–120| = 20 20 

Gy = |Yupper − Yupper’| = |100–120| = 20 20 

Dx = Gx·Rx = 20·(0.1) = 2 2 

Dy = Gy·Ry = 20·(0.1) = 2 2 

The values of Dx = 2 and Dy = 2 indicate a coordinate shift of 2 pixels to the right and 

2 pixels down for each pixel in the new image. Thus, the pixels in position (0,0) or the top 

left corner of the currently clipped image are actually pixel positions (0 + Dx, 0 + Dy) = (0 

+ 2, 0 + 2) = (2,2) of the original image before clipping. Another example is the pixel posi-

tion (2.2), which is the position of the top left corner of the green border area on the clipped 

image and the position (4,4) in the pixel coordinate system of the original image. 

The geotransform function is used to define the upper x and y on the cropped image 

that has been conducted on this research on an elevation image (single channel) with a 

size of 3333 × 3333. The image is divided into macroblocks (Figures 4 and 5). The extracted 

image watermark is only in the area and is not cut off. However, the copyright verification 

process is generally still thriving. The frequency domain watermark insertion with each 

macroblock value is transformed into the frequency domain. The image watermark is in-

serted at each frequency domain value in each macroblock. The inverse transformation is 

then applied back to the spatial domain value. 

The extraction condition for watermarks from the frequency domain indicates that 

the values in the macroblocks must come from the same area. Figure 8 shows that the 

white and red borders are the boundaries of the macroblock area during watermark in-

sertion and extraction, respectively. Successfully extracted watermarks will not be lost be-

cause the red and white borders are out of sync. 
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Figure 8. Watermark condition with different macroblocks. 

5. Discussion 

The impact of cropping on the frequency domain watermark scheme should also be 

considered. The extraction condition for watermarks from the frequency domain indicates 

that the values in the macroblocks must come from the same area. Therefore, each mac-

roblock area must have an orientation point of reference or an area marker. The mac-

roblock area will be identified on the basis of the reference orientation when cropping is 

completed. The watermark is extracted from the macroblock after the macroblock area has 

been identified. Macroblocks are distributed at specific intervals in this research (Figure 

9). The red mark is the marker in the upper left corner of the macroblock area. The marker 

is positioned in column m-1 and row n-1 from the top left corner, located on the mac-

roblock (m rows, n column). Marker values operate in the spatial domain (for contours, it 

indicates elevation values). The marker is recognized from its value: for example, the 

value of the last three decimal digits with a unique form of xxx.xx555. The number 555 is 

chosen to be in the middle value of three digits behind the comma. Error shifting is ob-

served in the range of 0.00555 m (still allowed in accordance with technical rules). 

 

Figure 9. Macroblocks that are distributed at specific intervals on the one scene of GeoTIFF. 
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First, the steps intended to test the most potential watermark technique on DEMNAS 

data (Figure 10) are discussed. The DCT watermark technique can retain the watermark 

bits to be re-extracted in 100% completion (Table 5). In addition, the distortion value of 

the elevation data with the DCT technique demonstrates the smallest maximum value of 

0.1 m compared with 4.5 and 1.1 m for DFT and DWT, respectively. The following five 

different image watermarks were used in the experiment. 

 

Figure 10. DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif. 

Table 5. BIG’s logo used on DCT and DFT. 

Nr. Watermark Image File Dimension (Pixels) Image  

1 Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png 33 × 33 
 

2 Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png 66 × 66 

 

3 Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png 132 × 132 

 

4 BIG_Black_66x66.png 66 × 66 

 

5 BIG_White_66x66.png 66 × 66 
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Second, the Indonesian National DEM Nasional/DEMNAS) data, namely, 

DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif (3333 × 3333 pixels), were employed using the 2D DCT tech-

nique. The experimental results indicate that the difference in the dimensions and the 

shape pattern of the watermark images does not generally affect the value of the evalua-

tion parameter. The experiments prove that the DCT technique can re-extract every wa-

termark image (Table 5) completely (100%), and the results are presented in Tables 6–10 

below. Figure 11 shows that the DEM that has been inserted by the watermark in a human 

visual system has not changed. Figure 11 reveals that the differences in Z value (elevation) 

between watermarked DEM and Host DEM are less than 12 cm. 

 

Figure 11. Differences in Z value (elevation) in watermarked DEM and Host DEM. 

Table 6. Results of Experiment 1 (DCT technique). 

Nr. Host DEM 
Watermark 

Image 
Watermarked DEM Extraction Results 

1 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
33 × 33 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
99 × 99 pixels 

2 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
198 × 198 pixels 
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3 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
132 × 132 pixels  

3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
396 × 396 pixels 

4 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
198 × 198 pixels 

5 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels  

198 × 198 pixels 
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Table 7. Experimental results of the evaluation parameter of extracted watermark. 

Nr. Host DEM  Watermarked DEM Watermark Image Technique Extracted Watermark 

1 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DCT 100 

2 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 100 

3 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DCT 100 

4 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 100 

5 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DCT 100 

6 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DFT 84.30 

7 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 85.97 

8 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DFT 86.01 

9 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 94.21 

10 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DFT 90.50 

11 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

12 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

13 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

14 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 100 

15 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

16 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

17 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

18 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 100 

19 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

20 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

21 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 100 

22 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 100 
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Table 8. Experimental results of the evaluation parameter of Max Delta. 

Nr Host DEM Watermarked DEM Watermark Image Technique Max Delta (m) 

1 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DCT 0.021 

2 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 0.021 

3 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DCT 0.022 

4 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 0.023 

5 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DCT 0.023 

6 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DFT 4.874 

7 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 4.578 

8 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DFT 4.713 

9 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 5.643 

10 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DFT 2.064 

11 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.139 

12 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.160 

13 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.pngDWT-DCT 1.157 

14 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 1.121 

15 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.102 

16 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.110 

17 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_42_rec.pngDWT-DCT 1.115 

18 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 1.101 

19 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.088 

20 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 1.096 

21 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.pngDWT-DCT 1.117 

22 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 1.092 
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Table 9. Experimental results of the evaluation parameter of PSNR. 

Nr. Host DEM Watermarked DEM Watermark Image Technique PSNR 

1 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DCT 93.514 

2 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 87.601 

3 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DCT 81.507 

4 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 91.452 

5 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DCT 83.814 

6 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DFT 80.772 

7 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 80.320 

8 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DFT 80.427 

9 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 79.688 

10 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DFT 82.604 

11 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 91.474 

12 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 84.772 

13 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 79.039 

14 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 88.675 

15 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 77.585 

16 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 70.887 

17 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 65.154 

18 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 74.789 

19 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 59.594 

20 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 52.897 

21 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 47.163 

22 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DWT-DCT 56.800 
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Table 10. Experimental results of the evaluation parameter of RMSE. 

Nr. Host DEM Watermarked DEM Watermark Image Technique RMSE 

1 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DCT 0.001129 

2 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 0.002232 

3 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DCT 0.004502 

4 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DCT 0.001432 

5 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DCT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DCT 0.005342 

6 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33.png DFT 0.004900 

7 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 0.005162 

8 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM_Logo_BIG132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132.png DFT 0.005099 

9 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_Black.tif BIG_Black_66x66.png DFT 0.005552 

10 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DFT_DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0_berWM66_BIG_White.tif BIG_White_66x66.png DFT 0.003968 

11 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.003147 

12 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.014728 

13 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_14_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.055136 

14 DEMNAS_1209-14_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-14_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66_14.png DWT-DCT 0.005996 

15 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.003149 

16 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.014726 

17 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_42_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.055136 

18 DEMNAS_1209-42_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-42_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66_42.png DWT-DCT 0.005997 

19 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_33.tif Logo_BIG_Black_33x33_44_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.003148 

20 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_66.tif Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_44_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.014722 

21 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_132.tif Logo_BIG_Black_132x132_44_rec.png DWT-DCT 0.055127 

22 DEMNAS_1209-44_v1.0.tif DEMNAS_1209-44_di_b.tif BIG_Black_66x66_44.png DWT-DCT 0.005993 
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Next, the experiment was continued to test the watermarking technique with 2D 

DFT. The Indonesian National DEM Nasional/DEMNAS) data, namely, DEMNAS_1209-

44_v1.0.tif (3333 × 3333 pixels), are still employed using the 2D DFT technique. The water-

mark extraction value is not at 100%, and the distortion to the elevation value is also large, 

some reaching 5643 m. The displayed watermarked data by the global mapper facilitate 

easy visualization. The visualization representation of the elevation value of the water-

marked data is relatively brighter than the original cover elevation data. The maximum 

value of the slightest distortion in this DFT technique is when a watermarked image is 

used with the majority of bits “1” (predominantly white). The max distortion value is 2.064 

m in this scenario. In line with these results, visually covered images with watermarks 

also tend to have elevation color visualizations that are remarkably similar to the original. 

The extraction of watermarked images with DFT reaches the highest level of 90.50% under 

the aforementioned scenario. The results are presented in Tables 7–11. 

Table 11. Results of Experiment 2 (2D DFT technique). 

Nr. Host DEM 
Watermark 

Image 
Watermarked DEM Extraction Results 

1 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
33 × 33 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
99 × 99 pixels 

2 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels  

198 × 198 pixels 

3 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
132 × 132 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
396 × 396 pixels 
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4 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels  

198 × 198 pixels 

5 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels 

 
66 × 66 pixels 

 
3333 × 3333 pixels  

198 × 198 pixels 

Finally, the experiment was continued to test the watermarking technique under 

combined 2D DCT and DWT. The results on PSNR show that the combination of DWT 

and DCT is quite good due to its equal application on all image areas. However, RMSE 

shows that this combination (0.003147) is insufficiently strong compared with DCT 

(0.001129). Four different watermark images were used in the experiment (Table 12). 

Therefore, the experimental results of the evaluation parameter of extracted watermark 

Max Delta (in meters), PSNR, and RMSE are presented in Tables 7–10. 

Table 12. BIG’s logo used on the DWT and DCT combination. 

Nr. Watermark Image File Dimension (Pixels) Image Extraction Results 

1 Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_14_rec.png 66 × 66 

 

 

2 Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_42_rec.png 66 × 66 

 

 

3 Logo_BIG_Black_66x66_44_rec.png 66 × 66 
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Nr. Watermark Image File Dimension (Pixels) Image Extraction Results 

4 BIG_Black_66x66_44_rec 66 × 66 

 

 
 

The colored DEM data are reread with the description module to find the BIG logo. 

The results are presented in Figures 12–14. The 2D DFT method cannot reproduce a per-

fect logo. The subsequent analysis found that the numbers of Max Delta, PSNR, and RMSE 

and the percentages of logo integrity (extracted watermark) were different between the 

2D DCT, 2D DWT, and 2D DFT methods in the three different DEM areas. 

 

Figure 12. Watermarking results using the 2D DCT algorithm; 100% watermark image extracted 

with 2D DCT applies equally to all image areas. 

  

  

Figure 13. Results of watermarking using a combination of 2D DWT and 2D DCT algorithms; 100% 

watermark image extraction was realized with 2D DWT and 2D DCT. However, this extraction is 

not superior to that of DCT only because the distortion to the elevation value is quite large; thus, 

some extractions reaching 1160 m apply equally to all image areas. 

 

Figure 14. Results of watermarking using the 2D DFT algorithm. The best watermark image that 

can be extracted with DFT is 94.21%, which is applied on the DEMNAS 1209-44. 
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6. Conclusions 

This experiment shows that DCT, DWT, and FFT techniques have successfully in-

serted the BIG logo as a watermark on DEM files in a 32-bit GeoTIFF format taken from 

DEMNAS. DCT technique is better than DWT and FFT. Changes in the contents of areas 

where the watermark inserted are less than 12 cm. These changes are not visually recog-

nizable unless under comparison with the original DEM file. This technique is ensured to 

resist attacks as attempted in cropping. Only one of the nine watermarks was detected, 

but the cropped watermarked DEM was still recognized as DEM data published by BIG. 

The proposed DCT technique is expected to be an alternative in watermarking techniques 

for DEM image data types in the mapping field. With a 100% extraction result, no missing 

bits or errors were observed in the watermark image. The extracted watermark could be 

identified in visualization and digital computing according to the aforementioned result. 

This concept is beneficial if the DEM map is disseminated and modified by other parties. 

The embedded watermark is also adequately tested for the robustness of the cropping 

technique; thus, it can be proof of legal copyright protection. 
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